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Abstract
Mergers play a vital role in galaxy evolution, having the potential to trigger
Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN) activity, star formation, or changes in morphology. In
this work, we investigate whether galaxy mergers have an effect on AGN activity in the
galaxies involved. We used a visual classification scheme to classify the morphologies of
nearly 50,000 galaxies and identify galaxy mergers in the CANDELS fields, a Multi-Cycle
Treasury Program using the Hubble Space Telescope. We use IR and X-ray selection
criteria to identify IR and X-ray AGN, and matched controls to both our AGN subsample
and merger subsample. We investigated the fraction of mergers that host AGN, as
well as the fraction of AGN that are found in merging systems, to study the AGN-
merger connection from multiple angles. We also investigated the properties of mergers,
such as the mass ratios of early-stage mergers, and their star forming properties. We
find that galaxies involved in a merger or interaction are more likely than non-merging
galaxies to host AGN. The fraction of merging systems that host AGN is 0.034± 0.002,
compared to an AGN fraction of 0.023 ± 0.001 in non-merging systems. We also find
that IR AGN are more likely to be found in merging systems, with a merger fraction of
0.353+0.021−0.019, compared to a merger fraction of 0.225
+0.007
−0.006 in control galaxies without AGN
activity. This is likely because these are more dusty and obscured, and are expected to
be observed earlier in the merger process, when merger signatures are more visible. The
AGN detected in either the X-ray or both the IR and X-ray are even less likely to be
found in merging systems, as the merger signatures are expected to fade later in the
merging process. These results show that mergers play an important role in driving
AGN activity.
iii
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1 Introduction
Our understanding of galaxies, their morphologies, and evolution has changed
dramatically since Edwin Hubble’s first attempts to classify them in 1926 (Hubble,
1926). Galaxies in the early days of the universe were very different from the galaxies in
our local universe. After its formation, a galaxy will evolve and grow, as more stars are
born and die, and as gravitational interactions pull it towards other galaxies, causing
them to merge. The effects of mergers on their host galaxies are still being studied. It
is thought that galaxy mergers can trigger periods of star formation. Importantly for
this work, it is thought that galaxy mergers can ignite nuclear activity in the galaxies
involved.
1.1 Galaxy Morphology
Galaxy morphology, or the galaxy’s shape, is an important property for studying
galaxies. This is important because we know that the morphology of a galaxy will
undergo changes over its lifetime (see Section 1.3 for more detail). In addition, we see
that galaxies with similar shapes tend to have similar properties. The structures of
these galaxies determine many physical properties of the galaxy, which makes common
morphologies a useful starting point when we try to study galaxies. By studying the
trends that go with galaxy morphologies, we can begin to draw conclusions about how
galaxies evolve over time, as galaxy morphology can be altered by various events over
the lifespan of a galaxy.
Many measures exist for classifying and for measuring galaxy morphology, stem-
ming back to Hubble’s first attempts to classify galaxies in 1926, and continuing through
to the present day. Some of these classifications rely on visual techniques, while others
rely on more quantitative methods.
1
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1.1.1 Visual Classifications
One of the earliest schemes for classifying galaxy morphologies was the Hubble
Tuning Fork, presented in Fig. 1 (Hubble, 1926). In this scheme, images of galaxies
were visually inspected and separated into spirals and ellipticals, and then sorted further
within those types. Spiral galaxies were further split between those that included a bar,
and those lacking a bar. From there, the spirals were sorted by how tightly or loosely
wound the spiral arms were, with the letter "a" denoting arms that were most tightly
wound, and "c" denoting the least tightly wound arms. Elliptical galaxies were given a
number 0-7 to denote the ellipticity of the galaxy (i.e., 0 is nearly circular in projection,
while 7 is extremely elliptical). In the center of the fork are lenticular galaxies, denoted
as "S0". These are disk-like galaxies that do not possess spiral arms, making them a
natural bridging point between spirals and ellipticals in this scheme.
Unfortunately, while this scheme does include a category for irregular galaxies,
it does not provide a way to separate out mergers, such as the galaxies shown in Fig.
2. Mergers are rare enough that it presents no clear guidance for where these would fall
relative to galaxies that are not merging but are disturbed. It is also a solely qualitative
method, and therefore subject to the decisions of each person seeking to classify a set
of galaxies. Looking at this scheme in 1926, it seemed natural to Hubble that these
galaxies would start off compact, with their light very concentrated, and spread out into
a disk over time. However, we now know that the the Hubble Tuning Fork progresses in
the opposite direction as Hubble initially envisioned, with some spiral galaxies becoming
more elliptical over time.
Qualitative visual classification methods make use of pattern recognition, and
typically involve having a person (or occasionally a group of people) look at each galaxy
and classify it according to its visual characteristics (e.g. the general shape of a galaxy,
the presence or absence of any relevant features such as a second interacting galaxy,
2
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Figure 1: Diagram of the Hubble Tuning Fork, showing Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
images along with illustrations to show the general classes. Galaxies are first separated
into spirals or ellipticals, and broken down from there to eventually resolve into being
classified with the appropriate letter(s) and number to designate its place on the tuning
fork. Image credit: NASA/ESA. Source:https://sci.esa.int/s/WLGGx4w
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Figure 2: Examples of nearby mergers and interacting galaxies. All galaxies pictured
are LIRGS or ULIRGS (Luminous InfraRed Galaxies, and Ultra Luminous InfraRed
Galaxies, respectively), which achieve such high IR luminosities as a result of merging.
Credit: NASA, ESA, the Hubble Heritage (AURA/STScI)-ESA/Hubble Collaboration,
and A. Evans (University of Virginia, Charlottesville/NRAO/Stony Brook University).
4
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etc.).
Visual classifications are time consuming, especially for large datasets, and indi-
vidual classifiers do not always agree on the morphology of a galaxy (especially for ir-
regular and merging systems). However, visual classifications are typically more robust
than more quantitative measures for identifying mergers. Human pattern-recognition
skills are very adept at identifying merger signatures, and quantitative measures are
more likely fail to identify these signatures.
1.1.2 Quantitative Methods
Gerard de Vaucouleurs, out of a desire to quantify the parameters of the Hubble
Tuning Fork, introduced his r1/4 law in 1948 (de Vaucouleurs, 1948). This law describes
the surface brightness distribution of elliptical galaxies, which is written as










This profile describes the surface brightness distribution of elliptical galaxies and the
bulges of spiral galaxies, where Re is the half-light radius and Ie is the light intensity at
the half-light radius. It also marks the beginning of quantitative parameters being used
to describe galaxy morphologies.
Sérsic (1963) expanded upon the de Vaucouleurs profile by introducing what is
now known as the Sérsic index. The introduction of the Sérsic index (n) expands the
r1/4 law to an equation that works for non-elliptical galaxies, taking the form










The Sérsic index (Fig. 3) quantifies how spread-out the light distribution of the galaxy is.
Although there is a broad distribution of Sérsic indicies, typically, ellipticals have a Sérsic
index around 4, while disky galaxies have a Sérsic index of 1. This method of classifying
galaxies by their surface brightness distribution is useful for quantitatively sorting more
5
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Figure 3: Effects of Sérsic index on Surface Brightness distribution as a function of
radius.
diffuse galaxies from more concentrated galaxies, but is not a method that accounts
for, or can reliably identify, merging galaxies. As a result, while it is a useful metric,
it is not a particularly useful method for classifying those same galaxies that Hubble’s
Tuning Fork could not sort. However, by demonstrating a method of quantifying the
light distribution of a galaxy, the Sérsic index and de Vaucouleurs profile give us a way
to quantitatively group similar galaxies to investigate other trends within those groups.
The expansion of quantitative metrics for classifying galaxy morphologies has
continued through this day. Quantitative measurements such as the CAS parame-
ters (Concentration, Asymmetry, and Clumpiness/Smoothness; described in Conselice,
2003), measure the light of a galaxy and its distribution by comparing difference images.
Concentration measures how much of a galaxy’s light resides in the center of the galaxy
6
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compared to the outer regions. Asymmetry is found by taking an image of the galaxy,
rotating it 180◦ about the galaxy’s center, and subtracting the two images. Clumpiness
is determined by smoothing the galaxy’s image and subtracting it from the original.
CAS Parameters are less subjective, as relying on the quantitative measurements in-
stead of qualitative judgement calls. These measures provide quantitative data on the
morphology of a galaxy, but are not always as adept at identifying merging galaxies
as visual classifications, as it is better suited to identifying irregular galaxies. Using
these parameters to classify galaxies is far faster than having a team of humans classify
galaxies visually.
1.1.3 Trends in Galaxy Evolution
By separating elliptical galaxies from disk-like galaxies, we can investigate the
differences between galaxies of different morphologies. One technique that yielded inter-
esting results about the lives of galaxies involved plotting color-color diagrams. Color-
color diagrams are made using three rest-frame magnitude measurements, plotting the
difference between the bluest band and the middle band on the y-axis, and the difference
between the middle band and the reddest band on the x-axis. Color-color diagrams can
be used to study the stellar populations of galaxies, as shown in Fig. 4.
Plotting color-color diagrams of galaxies shows that the stars found in spiral
galaxies are typically bluer, and elliptical galaxies are far more likely to contain mostly
red stars. Blue stars are more massive, and subsequently burn through their fuel quickly,
leading to a relatively short life expectancy. Redder stars are typically older, more
evolved stars. However, dusty galaxies may also be star forming, which is why is it
better to use two colors instead. For example, a UVJ diagram plots the U − V color on
the y-axis, and the V − J color on the x-axis (see Sec. 5.1 for more detail). By doing
this, we can see the dusty star forming galaxies exist on the same diagonal line as the
7
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Figure 4: Color-color diagram taken from Williams et al. (2009). The blue curve shows
the sequence of galaxies that are star forming, while the red curve demonstrates the
passively evolving galaxies.
bluer star forming galaxies, while the quiescent galaxies separate out. Consequently, we
now know that galaxies typically begin their lives as disky spiral galaxies, and evolve
over time into a more elliptical morphology.
1.2 Galaxy Mergers
The movement of galaxies throughout space is governed by gravitational interac-
tions. Galaxies merge many times throughout their lifespans. The larger galaxy in the
merger is referred to as the primary galaxy. If the mass ratio between the galaxies is
8
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between 1:1 and 1:4, it is referred to as a major merger. Mass ratios less than 1:4 are
referred to as minor mergers (see Sec. 5.2 for more about these). During galaxy mergers,
galaxies may show periods of heightened star formation as gas and dust clouds from each
galaxy collide and reach a high enough density to collapse into stars, triggering a burst of
star formation (Hopkins et al., 2008). Mergers are typically identified by morphological
classification methods, such as visual identification or the use of quantitative methods
such as CAS parameters (Conselice, 2003). When using visual classifications to identify
mergers, common merger signatures such as tidal tails, double nuclei, and asymmetry
are often used (Kartaltepe et al., 2015, Conselice et al., 2003). These signatures are rare
in galaxies that are not involved in mergers.
Redshift evolution of galaxy mergers is another important aspect of studying
galaxy mergers. We know that galaxy mergers were more common earlier in the history
of the universe (Kartaltepe et al., 2007, Duncan et al., 2019). Additionally, in the earlier
days of the universe, mergers were more likely to be gas-rich, or wet, typically occurring
between galaxies that are more disk-like. This is because star formation can "use up" gas
in a galaxy, leading to galaxies at lower redshifts being more gas-poor. Dry mergers, or
gas-poor mergers, typically occur between galaxies that are more elliptical, or otherwise
have very little gas. This also means that mergers closer to the current day are more
likely to be considered "dry" mergers than wet mergers.
1.3 Galaxy Evolution and AGN
At the center of most, if not all, massive galaxies exists a supermassive black hole
(SMBH). In many galaxies, like our own, this black hole is dormant, or quiescent, and
the stars, dust, and gas of the galaxy follow stable orbits in the galaxy potential. In some
galaxies, the matter around the SMBH is not in a stable orbit, and is instead falling
into the SMBH. This forms an accretion disk around the SMBH, which orbits faster
9
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Figure 5: Diagram of an AGN. The accretion disk produces a broadband spectrum
peaking in the optical and UV, while the hot corona above it produces intense X-ray
radiation, which can be absorbed by the dusty torus and re-emitted in the IR. Credit:
Aurore Simonnet, Sonoma State University. Source: https://imagine.gsfc.nasa.
gov/science/objects/active_galaxies1.html
as it falls inward and is illustrated in Fig. 5. Viscosity in the accretion disk converts
kinetic energy of the dust and gas into radiation and heat (Pringle, 1981). As a result,
the accretion disk gives off radiates a broadband spectrum, peaking in the optical and
UV. At the same time, a hot corona above the accretion disk produces intense X-ray
radiation. The light given off by the AGN often overwhelms the light of the rest of the
galaxy. In addition, some AGN produce relativistic jets created when the accretion disk
becomes magnetized (Blandford et al., 2019). If the black hole is spinning, the magnetic
field lines in the accretion disk then twist around themselves. The Eddington limit, one
theoretical measurement for the maximum luminosity, is defined as the luminosity at
which the outward radiation pressure balances the inward force of gravity. When the
SMBH is accreting mater, it begins to emit light in all wavelengths. This is because as
the matter spirals inward through the accretion disk, some of the matter is converted
into energy. When the galactic core is significantly more luminous than normal for a
10
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given galaxy, the core is known as an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN). For some classes
of AGN, such as quasars or Quasi-Stellar Objects, the black hole at the nucleus can
shine so brightly that it outshines the light from the rest of the galaxy.
The existence or absence of a connection between galaxy mergers and AGN, is
a highly debated question. Theory suggests that galaxy mergers could drive gas and
dust into the center of the merged galaxy, thereby fueling the accretion disk of the
central supermassive black hole, thereby potentially reigniting an otherwise quiescent
black hole (Hopkins et al., 2005, Hopkins & Hernquist, 2006). The results of different
surveys and simulations vary depending on the redshift, mass ratios, luminosities, or
other properties of the galaxies in question (Ellison et al., 2019, Kocevski et al., 2015,
Treister et al., 2012). As a consequence, the precise nature of this effect remains a highly
debated topic.
Through this process, galaxy mergers are thought to contribute to black hole
growth by activating AGN activity. The existence of a relation between galaxy evolution
and black hole growth is supported by the discovery of theMBH−σ relation, an empirical
relation between the mass of a supermassive black hole at the center of the galaxy, and
the stellar velocity dispersion of the galactic bulge (Ferrarese & Merritt, 2000; Gebhardt
et al., 2000; McConnell et al., 2012).
In fact, some simulations of black hole growth and galaxy evolution struggle to
produce SMBHs of the size observed in many galaxies without the use of galaxy mergers
to trigger periods of intense accretion (Dubois et al., 2016)). Robertson et al. (2006)
also studied the evolution of the MBH − σ relation through merger simulations, finding
that the MBH − σ relation does not appear to depend on the properties of progenitor
galaxies, but does occur over all of their simulations.
Observational studies on the matter have presented mixed results, owing partly
to the wide range of redshifts and selection techniques used in each study. Additionally,
11
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detecting mergers remains a complicated task. Visual classification methods are often
used, as they can be more reliable under certain circumstances. Most detection methods
are biased against minor mergers, as they are difficult to detect visually or with other
qualitative methods. One study of AGN at redshifts z < 3 found a correlation between
fraction of galaxies undergoing a major merger and the presence of an AGN (Treister
et al., 2012). This survey focused on IR and x-ray selected AGN, and visual classification
data to determine whether the host galaxy is involved in a merger. They found a strong
trend between the fraction of AGN involved in a merger and AGN luminosity, implying
that the most luminous AGN are typically triggered by mergers. The AGN fraction
dramatically decreases at lower luminosities. They also found no correlation between
the fraction of AGN involved in a merger and redshift.
However, a study by Villforth et al. (2017) found no connection between major
mergers and AGN for the highest luminosity AGN. They utilized a redshift range of
0.7 ≥ z ≥ 0.5, and selected quasars using a bolometric cutoff of Lbol > 1045 ergs/s, as it
was the presumed cutoff for merger-triggered AGN activity (Villforth et al., 2017).
At redshifts from 1.8 to 2.2, a more recent study (Marian et al., 2019), detected no
significant connection between mergers and AGN activity in 21 AGN with 92 matched
controls from SDSS. The AGN were selected from the SDSS DR7 Quasar catalogue,
only those with Eddington ratios above 70% were used. The AGN in their sample all
had log(Lbol) ≥ 46ergs s−1, and were matched in stellar mass and redshift with inac-
tive CANDELS galaxies. Both the AGN and the control group were visually classified
together by a team of ten classifiers. In this classification scheme, classifiers ranked all
113 galaxies from most to least distorted, and these rankings were then combined to
allow for analysis. When analyzing the morphology classifications, the authors chose
the rank of 22 as the cutoff between mergers and inactive galaxies (i.e. the 22 galaxies
ranked as most distorted were considered to be mergers). They noted that altering the
12
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cutoff rank did not impact the merger fractions. With this cutoff, only 5 out of the
21 AGN were found to have merger characteristics, compared to 17 out of 74 inactive
galaxies. Therefore, the authors found that the merger fraction for AGN and the control
group were equal within 1σ (fm,agn = 0.24 ± 0.09, and fm,inactive = 0.19 ± 0.04), and
therefore concluded that major mergers are not a dominant trigger for AGN, even at
high luminosities.
From a simulations standpoint, a study by Dubois et al. (2016) compared the
results of two hydrodynamical cosmological simulations, horizon-AGN and horizon-
noAGN, where the galaxies merged throughout their lifetimes, and the only difference
between the two simulations was whether the model included AGN feedback or not
(i.e., does the merger trigger nuclear activity that feeds energy back into the interstellar
medium through radiation from the AGN). Both simulations had a stellar mass resolu-
tion of 2 × 106 M. With the exception of the lowest-mass galaxies (where 2 × 106M
resolution effects of the simulation were most prominent), the horizon-AGN simula-
tion was a far closer match to the observed evolution of galaxies than its counterpart.
In horizon-AGN, black holes are formed and grow by accreting gas at a Bondi rate
(spherical accretion onto a compact object) capped at the Eddington limit (set by the
theoretical rate at which the outward radiation pressure overcomes gravitational attrac-
tion), whereas horizon-noAGN has no black hole formation . When the accretion rate
is above 1 percent of the Eddington limit, the black holes release energy in a heating
mode, and when it is below 1 percent of the Eddington limit the black holes release
energy in jets, as shown in Fig. 5. One point that was clear from the simulation results
was that the absence of AGN and their feedback effects lead to most massive galaxies
having disklike morphologies, as opposed to the massive ellipticals that we typically ob-
serve. In fact, as shown in Fig. 6, when compared to observational data on the main
morphologies and masses of galaxies, the horizon-noAGN sample fails to replicate
13
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observations, while the horizon-AGN simulation represents the data reasonably well.
It is also noted that the AGN feedback is critical for suppressing the star formation
that would otherwise have been triggered by mergers, while the merger itself allows for
morphological diversity by altering the rotation pattern of stars. This implies that AGN
feedback caused by mergers is essential for the evolution of galaxies that we observe
around us.
Figure 6: Figure taken from Dubois et al. (2016), comparing the fraction of ellipticals
from horizon-AGN and horizon-noAGN to observational studies. The log of the
stellar mass is plotted on the x-axis, against the fraction of elliptical galaxies, plotted
on the y-axis. It can clearly be seen that while neither simulation quite matches the
observational results at lower masses (owing to resolution issues). the horizon-AGN
simulation follows the general trend far better, while the horizon-noAGN simulation
fails to produce the high-mass ellipticals that are commonly observed
In another cosmological simulation, more than half of galaxies that host a lu-
14
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minous AGN at a redshift of 2 are seen to have experienced a merger within the prior
0.5 Gyr (Steinborn et al., 2018). However, the authors note that the merger fraction
at z=2 is intrinsically high, and that at lower redshifts the merger fraction for AGN
hosts is far lower. This study includes two hydrodynamical cosmological simulations
from the Magneticum Pathfinder Simulations, one over a volume of (68Mpc)3, and one
over a (500Mpc)3 volume, both of which include models for heating from a constant
UV background, radiative cooling, star formation and stellar evolution, as well as su-
pernova feedback and metal enrichment. Black hole accretion rates were capped at the
Eddington Limit. Galaxies were sorted into three merger classes: "no mergers", which
also included galaxies that had experienced very minor mergers (with a mass ratio of
less than 1:10); galaxies that had undergone at least one minor merger in the prior 0.5
Gyr (mass ratios of less than 1:4); and galaxies that had undergone at least one major
merger (with a mass ratio greater than 1:4). Any galaxies that had undergone both a
major and minor merger were sorted into the major merger class, in accordance with the
theory that major mergers are more important for AGN fueling . This study focused
predominantly on five test cases at redshift of 2, each of which had experienced a merger
(with mass ratios ranging from 1:1 down to 1:7) between z=2.8 and z=2. In this simula-
tion, the AGN luminosity increased (even if only slightly) directly after a merger for four
out of the five test cases, (the exception being one of two mergers with 1:1 mass ratios).
The authors then investigated a larger sample of mergers and AGN in their simulations
to attempt to understand how often mergers are seen to increase AGN activity and the
effect of the mass ratios on AGN activity. The simulations show at z=2 that regardless
of merger history, upwards of 90 percent of galaxies host luminous AGN, while nearly all
galaxies host some type of AGN, and that the AGN fraction drops off dramatically at
lower redshifts. As a result, they concluded that mergers were not a significant fueling
mechanism for AGN activity at redshifts from 0-2.
15
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In this work, we use a visual classification scheme to classify CANDELS galaxies
based on their dominant morphology and whether they are involved in a merger or
interaction. We then use the results of this scheme to select mergers and study their
properties, with some focus on what effect, if any, galaxy mergers have on AGN activity.
We approach this question in two ways. First we investigate the fraction of merging
systems that host AGN activity to learn whether mergers are more likely to host AGN
than non-merging galaxies. Then we investigate the fraction of AGN found in merging
systems compared to the fraction of galaxies that do not host an AGN that are involved
in a merger, to learn whether AGN are more likely to inhabit merging galaxies.
In Section 2, we discuss where the data used for this work came from. In Section
3 we discuss our visual classification scheme, and we discuss our AGN selection methods
in Section 4. We discuss the properties of our mergers in Section 5.1, and the interplay




The data used for this analysis are from the five CANDELS fields (Grogin et al.,
2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011). CANDELS is a Multi-Cycle Treasury Program using
the Hubble Space Telescope’s (HST) Wide Field Camera 3 and Advanced Camera for
Surveys. CANDELS aims to study the evolution of galaxies over a redshift range of
1.5-8. The five CANDELS fields have been surveyed across a wide range of wavelengths
including X-ray, optical, IR, and radio, using ground-based and space-based facilities
(Barro et al., 2019, GOODS-N; Guo et al., 2013, GOODS-S; Galametz et al., 2013,
UDS; Stefanon et al., 2017, EGS; and Nayyeri et al., 2017, COSMOS). We used the
16
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CANDELS fields because of the wealth of data available, and the depth and breadth of
the fields. This provided a large sample to use for studying galaxy evolution.
2.2 Photometry
The data used here were taken using both ground and space-based telescopes.
Ground-based data includes UV wavelengths, imaged with CFHT’s Megacam (Galametz
et al., 2013, UDS, 27.68 5σ limiting magnitude; Stefanon et al., 2017, EGS, 27.1 5σ
limiting magnitude; Nayyeri et al., 2017, COSMOS, 27.31 5σ limiting magnitude), VLT’s
VIMOS (Guo et al., 2013, GDS, 27.91 5σ limiting magnitude), and KPNO 4m’s Mosaic
(Barro et al., 2019, GDN, 26.7 5σ limiting magnitude).
2.2.1 HST Images
The visual classifications were performed using HST images taken in the F606W,
F850LP, F125W, and F160W bands (Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011). The
five CANDELS fields were surveyed using the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) Infrared
Channel, and the Advanced Camera for Surveys. These are further discussed in Sec.
3.1.
2.2.2 Infrared and X-ray Data
We used IR and X-ray data to select AGN. IR-selected AGN are more likely to
be dusty, making them important to study the relation between obscured AGN and
mergers. Conversely, X-ray detected AGN are brighter, and some studies suggest that
the most luminous X-ray AGN are more likely to be triggered by mergers (Treister et al.,
2012) Spitzer/IRAC data were taken from the Spitzer -CANDELS Survey (S-CANDELS,
P.I. G. Fazio, Ashby et al., 2015), as well as from the Spitzer UKIDSS Ultra Deep Survey
(Galametz et al., 2013), and from Sanders et al. (2007), Fazio et al. (2004), and Barmby
17
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et al. (2008). S-CANDELS is part of a Spitzer Cycle 8 Exploration Program, which
obtained a 50 hour total exposure time in all CANDELS fields (Ashby et al., 2015). The
5σ Limiting Magnitudes for each field are listed in Table 1.
Wavelength UDS GOODS-N COSMOS GOODS-S EGS
3.6 µm 26.75 26.75 26.75 26.75 26.75
4.5 µm 26.25 26.75 26.75 26.75 26.75
5.8 µm 22.30 22.8 21.28 23.75 22.5
8.0 µm 22.26 22.7 20.20 23.72 22.8
Table 1: 5σ IRAC magnitude depths, taken from Ashby et al. (2015) (3.6 and 4.5 µm),
SpUDS (PI: J. Dunlop, UDS 5.8 and 8.0 µm), Dickinson et al. (2003) (GOODS-N 5.8
and 8.0 µm), Sanders et al. (2007) (COSMOS 5.8 and 8.0 µm), Fazio et al. (2004)
(GOODS-S 5.8 and 8.0 µm), and Barmby et al. (2008) (EGS 5.8 and 8.0 µm).
Chandra X-ray data exists for all five CANDELS fields, with the limiting fluxes
shown in Table 2 (GOODS-S, Xue et al., 2011; GOODS-N Alexander et al., 2003; EGS,
Nandra et al., 2015; COSMOS, Civano et al., 2016 and Elvis et al., 2009). For GOODS-S,
Xue et al. (2011) imaged the field using a 2Ms exposure time. GOODS-N 1Ms exposure
data were take from Alexander et al. (2003). EGS data were taken form the work of
Nandra et al. (2015), who used exposure times ranging from 6.65-99.72ks. COSMOS
was imaged by Elvis et al. (2009) and Civano et al. (2016) using 200ks exposures, and
UDS data were taken from Kocevski et al. (2018), who imaged the field with exposure
times that varied from 44.69-51.19ks.
UDS GOODS-N COSMOS GOODS-S EGS
Hard 6.5 1.41 7.3 5.5 2.5
Soft 1.4 0.25 1.9 0.91 0.33
Full 4.4 0.71 5.7 0.32 1.5
Exposure Times 44.69-51.19ks 1000 ks 200ks 2000 ks 6.65-99.72ks
Table 2: X-ray flux limits, (GOODS-S, Xue et al., 2011; GOODS-N Alexander et al.,
2003; EGS, Nandra et al., 2015; COSMOS, Civano et al., 2016 and Elvis et al., 2009).
All flux limits are reported in 10−16 erg cm−2s−1
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2.2.3 Derived Quantities
Photometric redshifts were computed using fits to Spectral Energy Distributions
(SEDs), and taken from Barro et al. (2019, GDS), Dahlen et al. (2013, GDS), Stefanon
et al. (2017, EGS); Nayyeri et al. (2017, COS), and Galametz et al. (2013, UDS). To do
this, the galaxy’s flux is measured in several wavelength bands, and we fit a curve to a
plot of the data. SED fitting codes calculate the photometric redshift by fitting a known
template to these data points, and calculating the redshift from the template. In these
studies, several different teams used different fitting codes to calculate the redshift, and
the median value was reported as the redshift.
Galaxy stellar masses were computed using the FAST code, and taken from Barro
et al. (2019, GOODS-N), Santini et al. (2015, GOOD-S and UDS), Stefanon et al.
(2017, EGS), and Nayyeri et al. (2017, COSMOS). FAST fits stellar population synthesis
models to spectra or broadband photometry, and calculates the age, star formation
timescale, redshift, and mass (Kriek et al., 2009). FAST works by reading in a catalogue of
spectroscopic or photometric data and determining the values for the desired parameters
that best fit. This code was also used to calculate the absolute magnitudes used in 5.1.
3 Methodology
When investigating the interplay between galaxy mergers and AGN activity, there
are two common ways to approach the question. One way is to investigate the AGN
fraction of merging systems. To do this, we identify all the mergers in our sample, match
them to control galaxies that are not mergers, and calculate the AGN fraction among
them. The other method is to investigate the merger fraction among AGN hosts. This
involves identifying and selecting all AGN from the sample, matching them to control
galaxies (in this case, ones that do not host AGN), and comparing the merger fraction.
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Both methods are used here. However, before we can answer these questions, we must
first identify the mergers and the AGN in our sample.
For this work, we chose to use visual classifications to identify mergers. Visual
classifications are better suited at these redshifts, as the human ability to recognize pat-
terns and identify merger signatures is crucial to identifying mergers at higher redshifts.
We discuss the visual classifications in Section 3.1, and the process of AGN selection
and detection in Section 4.
3.1 MorphGUI and Visual Classifications
In order to investigate the relation between galaxy mergers and AGN, we first
need to identify potential galaxy mergers in our galaxy sample. To do this, we used
data from the five CANDELS Fields (Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011). The
visual classifications were performed using HST images taken in the F606W, F850LP,
F125W, and F160W bands. As presented in Kartaltepe et al. (2015), a magnitude
cut of H < 24.5 was implemented to facilitate classification by ensuring galaxies were
bright enough to allow features to be seen. Postage stamps were sized to the galaxy
following the prescription in Häußler et al. (2007), using their equations (2) and (3). For
consistency, a 2-orbit observation depth was used across all five fields.
A team of 68 astronomers visually classified 49,953 galaxies, using either a web-
or Perl/ds9-based GUI, called MorphGUI (Kartaltepe et al., 2015). Classifiers were pre-
sented with images in the F606W, F850LP, F125W, and F160W bands, and the galaxy’s
segmentation map (as shown in Fig. 7), and asked to based their classifications primarily
on the H-band image (F160W), with the other images used to aide in classifying (Kar-
taltepe et al., 2015). The segmentation map (segmap) was created by Source Extractor
(Bertin, E. & Arnouts, S., 1996), a software package designed to detect and classify
astronomical images. Source Extractor works by comparing the pixels to a background
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Figure 7: Screenshot of the Perl/ds9 MorphGUI windows, taken from Kartaltepe et al.
(2015). Classifiers used this software to sort the galaxies. The top window shows the
F606W, F850l, F125W, and F160W bands, as well as the segmentation map. The lower
windows show the visual classification scheme examples and checkboxes for morphology,
interaction status, and flags for users to select as needed while classifying.
image, and if the pixel value is large enough relative to the background (e.g. if it is
three times as bright), it is considered part of a detection. The segmap functioned as
a computer-generated outline of the galaxy for the classifiers to use as a guide showing
the boundaries of the galaxy. In cases of some later stage mergers, it was possible to
use the segmap to identify that the two galaxies interacting with each other are in fact,
close enough for Source Extractor to classify them as a single object.
Each galaxy was classified by at least 3-5 astronomers. As shown in Fig. 7, we
presented classifiers with five options for the morphology of the galaxy. Classifiers could
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select multiple morphology classes for each galaxy. These main morphology options
included disks, spheroids, irregular, point source, and unclassifiable. Disks are galaxies
that display a disk component, with flags to denote if the disk is more face-on or edge-
on. Spheroids are galaxies that are round, smooth, and centrally concentrated. Irregular
galaxies are those that do not fall easily into another category: these are galaxies that
have an unusual structure or are disturbed, such as mergers. Point Sources / Compact
Objects include objects that are point sources (e.g. quasars/Quasi-Stellar Objects) as
well as objects that are compact or unresolved, or are small enough to make it difficult
to determine the structure. Unclassifiable objects are those that are too faint to be
resolved, have image quality problems such as satellite trails, or are not actually real
but are artifacts from a diffraction spike or spurious detections. Unclassifiable would
also be selected in cases where the galaxy is too faint to see. With the exception of
Unclassifiable, classifiers could select multiple morphological types, for instance, checking
both disk and spheroid to denote a spiral galaxy with a prominent bulge component.
Examples of these morphology classes are presented in Fig. 8. Classifiers also selected
an interaction class, which included mergers, interaction within the segmentation map,
interaction outside the segmap, non-interacting companion, and no interaction, seen in
Fig. 9. Mergers were single objects with merger signatures such as tidal tails, double
nuclei, or strong irregularity in the outer isophotes. Interactions within the segmap
were galaxies where there is a clear companion interacting with the primary galaxy (the
galaxy at the center of the image), but within the same segmentation map. Galaxies
classified as involved in interactions outside the segmap are discussed in more detail
in Section 5.2. These were pairs where the primary galaxy appears to be interacting
with a companion galaxy that retains its own segmentation map. Signatures included
but were not limited to severe disturbance, bridges, or tidal tails. In contrast to this
was the non-interacting companion, used when the primary galaxy is located near (in
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Figure 8: Figure taken from Kartaltepe et al. (2015), showing the various morphology
classes
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Figure 9: Figure taken from Kartaltepe et al. (2015), showing some examples of galaxies
in interaction classes. The galaxy in the upper left corner is clear example of a merger.
projection) a separate galaxy in the stamp, but there is no evidence of an interaction.
No interaction was selected when the galaxy was alone in its postage stamp. In addition
to these classes, classifiers also had a variety of flags at their disposal to check where
applicable, including tidal tails, double nuclei, or asymmetry. These flags were used as
indication of merger signatures.
As discussed in Sec. 5.1, galaxies that were identified as Unclassifiable, were point
sources, were missing the H-band image needed for classifications, were above a redshift
of 4, or that lacked mass, redshift, or H-band magnitude data were all excluded from
our analysis. In total, 4,372 out of the initial 49,953 galaxies were excluded for one or
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more of these reasons. We sorted the galaxies into interaction confidence classes based
on the results of this visual classification scheme. In total, 9,641 out of the 49,953 total
galaxies were classified into one of the merger confidence classes described below. The
interactions and mergers are separated into four confidence classes based on the fractions
of classifiers who classified them as mergers or interactions, and given a corresponding
number to distinguish them. The confidence classes are defined as follows:
• Class 4: These 2,913 galaxies have been unanimously classified as involved in a
merger or interaction.
• Class 3: These 4,999 galaxies are galaxies that were classified as a merger or
interaction by at least 66% of classifiers. This cutoff was chosen with the galaxies
with only three classifiers in mind, so that two out of three classifiers selecting
merger would be considered a Class 3 in confidence but one out of three would
not.
• Class 2: This confidence class includes 376 galaxies that were flagged as showing
evidence of tidal tails by at least 66% of classifiers, or that were flagged as pos-
sessing double nuclei by at least 66% of classifiers, not including those objects that
were classified as a merger or interaction by 66% of classifiers. This class contains
relatively few galaxies, as tidal tails and double nuclei are merger signatures, and
most objects with evidence of these were also identified as mergers or interactions
by at least 66% of classifiers, therefore falling into class 3.
• Class 1: The lowest confidence class includes 1589 galaxies that have an interaction
class of merger or interaction according to at least 33% of classifiers, and at least
66% of classifiers selected Irregular for the main morphology. This class includes
objects that are agreed to be distorted by a majority of classifiers, but that do not
see similar agreement on the presence of a merger or interaction.
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Classes 3 and 4 are considered a high confidence that the object in question is undergoing
a merger interaction, whereas classes 1 and 2 are lower confidence. Examples of each
merger/interaction confidence class can be found in Fig. 10. Note that the "X" shaped
galaxy at the lower left corner is interesting because there are no real merger signatures
other than the cross-shape. This may be due to projection issues, which could imply
that the galaxies in question could not be merging, or it could imply that signatures
such as tidal streams would be easier to see from a different angle.
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Figure 10: Sample of merger classes, where the rows show classes. Class 4 is shown
on the top and class 1 at the bottom. These classes are described in Section 3.1. We
can see that the Class 4 all display strong merger signatures like double nuclei or tidal
tails, whereas the Class 1 mergers are more ambiguous, hosting severe disturbances and
off-center nuclei, but they are less obviously mergers. These stamps are scaled based on
the size of the galaxy, as described in Kartaltepe et al. (2015).
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4 AGN Identification
Our AGN sample includes IR and X-ray detected AGN. We used these because
heavily obscured and higher luminosity AGN are thought to be most likely to be merger-
driven. In order to select IR AGN, Spitzer/IRAC data (Ashby et al., 2015) were used,
following the selection criteria presented in Donley et al. (2012). Infrared-dominated










x ≥ 0.08 ∧ y ≥ 0.15 ∧ y ≥ 1.21x− 0.27 ∧ y ≤ 1.21x+ 0.27; (4)
f8.0µm > f5.8µm > f4.5µm > f3.6µm,
where f8.0µm, f5.8µm, f4.5µm, and f3.6µm represent the 8.0µm, 5.8µm, 4.5µm, and 3.6µm
IRAC bands, respectively. These equations work by approximating the slope of the
Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) in the IR region. A characteristic slope in the IR
portion of the SED can indicate the presence of an AGN, due to the radiation that is
emitted from the accretion disk, absorbed by surrounding dust, and then re-emitted
from that dust. By mimicking the SED, we can select AGN with these characteristics,
without undertaking the computationally intensive task of fitting SEDs to all of the
galaxies in our sample. The selection criteria are demonstrated in the IRAC color-color
plot in Fig. 11. In this plot, the narrower selection wedge of Donley et al. (2012) is
shown alongside the wider selection wedge of Lacy et al. (2007). As can be seen, the
Lacy et al. (2007) wedge is significantly larger than the much narrower Donley wedge,



















These selection criteria are less strict than the Donley et al. (2012) criteria, but are
also more prone to false positives. Because of this, we elected to use the more narrow
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Figure 11: IRAC color-color plot for all mergers and their controls. The solid black
lines are the selection wedge presented in Donley et al. (2012), while the dashed lines
correspond to the larger selection wedge from Lacy et al. (2007). In this work, we used
the smaller Donley criterion, as it is less likely to produce false positives. Galaxies are
depicted as grey dots, while the galaxies with an AGN component detected in X-ray
have a red ring surrounding the galaxy’s grey data point. As seen here, the fraction of
AGN that fall in the selection wedge and were detected in the X-ray is a rather small
one.
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criteria to minimize false positives in our AGN sample. We found 491 out of 49,953
total galaxies were found to contain an AGN component identified in the IR. The mean
redshift of galaxies hosting AGN selected exclusively in the IR was 2.07.
To select controls, we first added the redshift and the log of the stellar mass in
quadrature for the galaxies that host AGN and the potential control galaxies. We then
selected three galaxies from the control pool that were closest to the AGN in the mass-z
plane, as this was the best way to ensure a well-matched control sample.
Chandra X-ray data were used to identify X-ray AGN. The AGN were selected
by the presence of a detection above a luminosity of 1042 erg s−1 in one of the previously
mentioned X-ray catalogues.
In total, 356 out of 49,953 total galaxies were found to contain an AGN component
identified in the IR and not in X-ray, while 1019 were X-ray-only selected AGN, and 135
were detected in both the IR and X-ray regimes. Interestingly, while the mean redshift
for X-ray-only AGN is 1.54, and the mean for AGN selected only in the IR is 2.07,
the mean redshift for galaxies with both IR and X-ray components is 2.14. We expect
that the X-ray AGN would have a relatively low redshift, due to flux limits. We see
an example of this in Fig. 12, where only the highest luminosity AGN are observed at
higher redshifts.
To learn more about the properties of our X-ray AGN, we plotted the hardness
ratios. Hardness ratios are calculated using the flux in the hard X-ray band (2-8keV,





Negative hardness ratios correspond to a soft spectrum, consistent with little-to-no ob-
scuration, while positive values correspond to a hard spectrum. As we can see from
Fig. 13, most of our AGN display a hard spectrum, with only 11 AGN displaying a soft
spectrum (5 of which were only detected in the X-ray, and 6 were also detected in the
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Figure 12: Plot of X-ray luminosities versus redshift. Lower luminosity AGN are not
seen at higher redshifts, due to flux limits. The X-ray Luminosity was measured in ergs
s−1.
IR).
5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Properties of Mergers
In order to study the mergers in this sample, we first needed to match a control
sample to our mergers for comparison purposes. This is to ensure that the mass and
redshift distribution of our control galaxies matches the distributions of the mergers, in
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Figure 13: Plot of x-ray hardness ratios. We can see that the majority of our hardness
ratios are consistent with a hard spectrum, with only 11 AGN displaying a soft spectrum.
It should be noted that the IR+X-ray AGN are plotted over top of the X-ray only AGN,
to highlight the similarities in distributions.
order to ensure that the control galaxies are as similar as possible to our merging galaxies.
Without this step, it would be impossible to ensure that the comparison sample is similar
enough to the mergers to compare without undue variance. For each galaxy identified as
being a merger or interaction, we matched three control galaxies in mass and redshift by
adding the mass and redshift in quadrature and selecting the non-merging galaxies with
the closest value to that of the merger. These controls are not necessarily unique, i.e., it
is possible for the same control galaxy to have been matched to more than one merger if
its mass and redshift were the closest to more than one merging system. After matching
control galaxies to all of these merging galaxies, we then investigated the characteristics
of mergers relative to non-merging galaxies.
After identifying the mergers in our sample through the process described in
Section 3.1, Here, we will discuss the characteristics of this sample. Fig. 14 shows the
mass and redshift distribution of the mergers of all confidence classes in our sample,
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as well as the mass and redshift distributions for the matched control sample. The
mean merger redshift is at z = 1.37, whereas the mean for the control sample is a little
lower, at z = 1.14. This is because the redshift distribution of the merger sample does
not completely mimic the distribution of the parent sample, instead trending slightly
towards the higher redshifts. Interestingly, the higher confidence classes are typically at
lower redshifts than the lower confidence classes (also shown in Table 3). This is likely
related to the increased ease of unambiguously identifying mergers at lower redshifts.
Conversely, the mean mass for the mergers is also a little higher than that of the controls,
Mean Redshift Mean Mass (log(M∗)
Class 1 1.50 9.30
Class 2 1.44 9.47
Class 3 1.33 9.32
Class 4 1.36 9.31
All Mergers 1.37 9.32
Controls 1.14 9.31
Table 3: Mean Redshifts and Masses for each merger class and their matched controls.
Masses are reported in units of log(M∗.
as the mean for mergers is at log(M∗) = 9.32, whereas the mean for the control sample
is at log(M∗) = 9.31. This is due to the constraint forcing the masses and redshifts to
match when added in quadrature.
We began by plotting a UVJ diagram, shown in Fig. 15. UVJ diagrams are
made by plotting the rest-frame U-V colors against the V-J colors. UVJ diagrams
are useful for separating star-forming from quiescent galaxies, as galaxies typically will
separate out into a diagonal track of star forming galaxies, as well as a clump of passive
galaxies that are red in the U-V while blue in the V-J (Williams et al., 2009). This is
important because plotting only color cannot accurately show if the galaxy is definitively
star forming (as it will merely show whether the galaxy is red or blue), but plotting both
colors separates the red galaxies that are still forming stars from those that are quiescent.
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Figure 14: Mass and redshift distributions for the mergers and their matched controls.
The vertical black lines represent the mean for each distribution. The merger plots
feature stacked bars. The mean mass for mergers is log(M∗) = 9.32, while the mean for
controls is log(M∗) = 9.31.
Galaxies that are blue in the U-V are generally star forming, but a red U-V color
does not necessarily indicate whether the galaxy is star forming or quiescent. This is
why the V-J is so important for determining whether the redder galaxies are quiescent or
merely dust-obscured star-forming galaxies (Williams et al., 2009). These dust-obscured
star-forming galaxies will be red in the U-V, and the V-J colors, while the quiescent
galaxies will be pulled off the diagonal track, inhabiting the selection region characterized
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Figure 15: UJV diagram for all mergers and their matched controls. The controls
are shown on the right plot, and the mergers are shown on the left plot, separated by
classes. The quiescent selection region is plotted in black. As can be seen, there is a small
difference between the mergers and their controls. The control sample has more than
double the fraction of quiescent galaxies compared to the merging galaxies. Interestingly,
the lower confidence class mergers have a lower fraction of quiescent galaxies than the
highest confidence classes.
by the equations
(U − V ) > 1.3 (7)
(V − J) > 1.6 (8)
(U − V ) > 0.88(V − J) + 0.69. (9)
The quiescent selection region consists of galaxies that are blue in the V-J because they
are dust free, compared to the redder dusty star-forming galaxies. As can be seen here,
the mergers and their controls do not display any major differences from each other. For
both the mergers and controls, there is a concentration towards the star forming bluer
regions. In particular, the majority of Class 1 mergers are in this concentration, while
the Class 4 mergers tend to be rather more spread out. We can see from Table 4 that
the Class 1 mergers are the least likely category to inhabit the quiescent selection region.
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Interestingly, the fraction of quiescent galaxies increases with merger class, indicating
that the higher confidence classes of mergers could be more advanced mergers that are
quiescent. It could also indicate that the class 3 and 4 mergers are more likely to be dry




Class 1 Mergers 0.032
Class 2 Mergers 0.047
Class 3 Mergers 0.085
Class 4 Mergers 0.059
All Mergers 0.067
Table 4: Fraction of quiescent galaxies by merger class. As we can see, the control
galaxies have a far larger fraction of quiescent galaxies than the galaxies involved in
mergers.
5.2 Interactions beyond the Segmap
For galaxies that were classified as involved in interactions beyond the segmap, we
had the ability to investigate galaxies in the early stages of a merger, with data for each
separate galaxy. This is useful to determine the mass ratios for the galaxies involved.
In order to find all of our interactions beyond the segmap, we first needed to find all
of the galaxies that were interacting. To do this, we created a list of every galaxy that
had been classified as involved in an interaction beyond the segmap by at least 60% of
classifiers. Because classifiers had no way to specify which galaxies they perceived to be
interacting, and they had no access to redshift data, we needed to identify the galaxies
that were at the same redshift, and close enough to be the interacting pair or group. To
do this, we calculated the separation between the center of the galaxy and the edge of the
stamp and multiplied that value by 1.5. Any galaxy found within this radius that had
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Figure 16: Histogram of mass ratios for interactions beyond the segmap, with the number
of galaxies in each mass ratio bin shown on the y-axis. These were plotted as the ratio
of the primary galaxy to the smaller, for ease of viewing. We do notice the presence of
a number of mass ratios greater than 4:1, showing that our classifications are capable of
detecting minor mergers.
photometric redshift error bars that overlapped with those of the primary galaxy in the
stamp was taken as a potential merging pair with the primary galaxy. This separation
value was chosen because some classifiers used the Web GUI for their classifications,
which showed a more zoomed-out version of the segmap. We then calculated the mass
ratio for every interacting pair (Fig. 16).
As can be seen, our classification scheme is capable of detecting even minor
mergers. We do see that major mergers are much more commonly identified than minor
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mergers, as the number of interacting systems decreases drastically after a mass ratio
of 1:4. This is reasonable, as it is easier to identify major mergers visually than minor
mergers. It is also likely that some of the extremely high mass ratios were not actually
the interacting pair that led to the primary galaxy’s merger classification. This is because
we calculated the mass ratios for all the galaxies at the right redshift that were near
enough to the primary, instead of checking each interaction to determine which galaxy
was most likely to be the second in the interacting pair.
5.3 Mergers and AGN
In order to investigate the possibility of a connection between galaxies involved in
mergers or interactions and AGN, we plotted the fraction of AGN found in the mergers
and their matched controls, shown in Fig. 17 and in Table 5. These controls were
matched in mass and redshift (as discussed in Section 5.1) to each of the galaxies found
to be undergoing a merger or interaction. We also separated the mergers into confidence
classes (as described in sec. 3.1), to investigate the AGN fraction in these classes. The
control sample was also split into different morphology classes and we calculated the
AGN fraction in each class. There were some galaxies where no dominant morphology
could be found, and these were classed as Ambiguous galaxies. Error bars were calculated
assuming a binomial distribution. For the full sample, we find that the fraction of mergers
and interacting galaxies that host AGN (regardless of selection method) is significantly
higher (0.0339+0.0019−0.0017) than the fraction of control galaxies that host AGN (0.0228
+0.0009
−0.0008).
We see that IR AGN are more common in merging, Irregular, or Ambiguous galaxies. All
of the merging classes here have an AGN fraction of 0.021+0.002−0.001, while the Irregular and
Ambiguous galaxies have slightly higher IR AGN fractions (0.025+0.007−0.004 and 0.022
+0.005
−0.003,
respectively). This is as expected, as these merging, disturbed, or perplexing galaxies
are more likely to be dust-obscured. We also find that galaxies classified as having
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Irregular, Ambiguous, Spheroidal, or Disk-and-Spheroidal morphologies all are more
likely than the average for the control and merging sample to host AGN, and have AGN
fractions that are equal within error to those of the Class 1 and 2 mergers.The AGN
fractions for these groups are 0.0293+0.0027−0.0023 for galaxies that are classed as having both
Disk-and-Spheroidal components, 0.0313+0.0023−0.002 for Spheroidal galaxies, 0.0263
+0.0048
−0.0035 for
Ambiguous galaxies, and 0.0285+0.0072−0.0048 for Irregular galaxies. We expect this because
irregular galaxies In contrast, the AGN fraction of Disks and Compact galaxies is far
less than the AGN fraction of mergers, at 0.0156+0.0011−0.0009 for the Disks, and 0.019
+0.0064
−0.0038 for
the Compact galaxies. These trends suggest that galaxies that have been disturbed (as
in the case of mergers or galaxies that have Irregular morphologies) may host AGN as
a result of this disturbance. Galaxies with Spheroidal or Disk+Spheroidal morphologies
are also likely to host AGN, while disk-like galaxies are less likely than the average
galaxy to host AGN. Interestingly, Ambiguous galaxies are more likely than average to
host AGN, and nearly equal within error to the AGN fraction of mergers (0.026+0.005−0.004 for
Ambiguous galaxies, and 0.034+0.002−0.002 for mergers). These galaxies are are often faint or
odd looking, and classifiers did not agree on the main morphological type.
In order to determine if there is a correlation with the X-ray luminosity of the
AGN and merging galaxies, we divided the X-ray detected AGN into high and low
luminosities, with the cutoff placed at the mean log(Lx) = 43.23ergs−1. As shown in
Fig. 18, the majority of AGN detected in both the IR and the X-ray tend to have high
X-ray luminosities. There are a variety of factors at work here, such as the relatively low
numbers of AGN that were detected in both the IR and X-ray (135 AGN, as seen in Fig.
11). We see that the Control sample has a higher fraction of low luminosity X-ray AGN
than high luminosity X-ray AGN (0.0045+0.0103−0.0089 and 0.0028
+0.0003
−0.0003, respectively), while
the mergers are more likely to host high luminosity X-ray AGN than low luminosity
AGN (0.0062+0.0009−0.0007 and 0.0051
+0.0008
−0.0006, respectively). This suggests that the mergers
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Figure 17: Fraction of Mergers and matched controls that host AGN. For each merger
or interaction, three control galaxies were matched in mass and redshift. The colors of
each bar segment denote how the AGN were detected. Green represents AGN detected
solely in the IR, blue denotes AGN detected solely in X-ray, and the orange is for
AGN detected in both the IR and X-ray. The rightmost bar contains all the mergers,
whereas the Class 3&4 and Class 1&2 bars show the same sample broken by high and
low confidence classes. Similarly, all of the control galaxies are plotted on the leftmost
bar, but then subdivided by main morphology on the inner bars. All error bars were
calculated assuming a binomial distribution. The purple horizontal line denotes the AGN
fraction for the entire sample (controls and mergers). It can be seen that the mergers
and interactions are more likely to host AGN than the average, where non-mergers were
less likely than average to host AGN.
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Figure 18: Fraction of Mergers and matched controls that host AGN, with AGN subdi-
vided by detection method. When we split the X-ray detected AGN by their luminosity,
we see that the high luminosity AGN are more prevalent among mergers than among
the control sample in general.
are more likely to trigger higher luminosity AGN, while the lower luminosity AGN
may be more likely to be triggered by secular processes. Similarly, we see that Disk,
Disk+Spheroidal, and Spheroidal galaxies are all more likely to host low luminosity AGN
than high luminosity AGN.
To investigate redshift evolution, we divided our merger sample into high and
low redshift sub-samples, with a cutoff at the sample’s mean redshift, z=1, as shown
in Fig. 19 (these data are also represented in Tables 7 and 8). AGN are significantly
more common at higher redshifts. The AGN fraction for the mergers and their matched
controls at z > 1 is 0.037+0.001−0.001, whereas at z ≤ 1, the AGN fraction is far lower, at
0.019+0.001−0.001. Due to selection effects, the AGN detected at lower redshifts are much more
likely to be detected in X-ray, as opposed to in the IR.
Interestingly, while the AGN fractions among all mergers and their controls follow
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Figure 19: AGN fractions among mergers and their controls, split into high redshift
(top) and low redshift (bottom). It can clearly be seen that the high redshift sample
has a far higher AGN fraction across the subsets of galaxies. Interestingly, there are no
AGN found in the 191 irregular galaxies among the low redshift control sample.
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roughly the same trend at high and low redshift, (i.e., the mergers are more likely than
average to host AGN, while non-mergers are less likely than the average, at 0.053+0.003−0.0027
and 0.0319+0.0014−0.0013 for the mergers and controls, respectively, while the average AGN
fraction is 0.037), the picture changes greatly when we grouped the controls by their
dominant morphology. For the high redshift sample, the non-merger disks have by far
the lowest AGN fraction (0.011+0.0015−0.0012), while all the other classes have AGN fractions
that are, within error, average for galaxies at these redshifts (0.037).
In order to thoroughly study the AGN-merger connection, it is also necessary to
approach the question from the other perspective. The difference between these two is
that examining the fraction of merging systems that host AGN asks the question of how
likely mergers are to trigger AGN activity. Examining the fraction of AGN hosts that
are involved in a merger is equivalent to investigating the fraction of AGN that would
have been triggered by mergers. We have examined the fraction of merging systems
that host AGN, now we will consider the morphologies of AGN hosts to investigate the
fraction that are undergoing a merger or interaction.
We began by matching a group of control galaxies in mass and redshift to the
sample of AGN host galaxies. From there, the AGN were separated based on detection
method and the morphology fractions were plotted in Fig. 20. As can be seen, the IR-
detected AGN are most likely to be found in merging systems (the fraction of control
galaxies found in merging systems is 0.225+0.007−0.006, while the fraction of IR detected AGN
found in merging systems is 0.353+0.021−0.019). We expect a high fraction of IR AGN to be
found in mergers, because the early merger stage is when the AGN would be most likely
to be heavily obscured (Hopkins et al., 2008, Donley et al., 2018), and is one of the
easier stages to identify visually. Interestingly, AGN detected in both the IR and X-ray
are most likely to be found in Spheroidal galaxies (the fraction found in such galaxies is
0.409+0.044−0.041). These could be late enough post-merger to make the merger signatures no
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Figure 20: Morphologies of AGN, separated by detection method. Mergers are plotted
stacked in descending confidence classes, while non-mergers are plotted by their main
morphology. Error bars were calculated by assuming a binomial distribution. It should
be noted that the IR+X-ray sample is exclusive, meaning that these galaxies were not
included in the IR AGN or X-ray AGN samples.
longer visible. IR and X-ray selected AGN are also more likely than any other AGN type
to be found in Compact galaxies (the fraction of IR and X-ray detected AGN found in
Compact galaxies is 0.121+0.034−0.023). We know that the IR and X-ray AGN are more likely
to be found at higher redshifts, so it is reasonable to expect a higher fraction of Compact
galaxies, those that are fainter and harder to resolve as clearly. For the control galaxies
and the hosts of the rest of the AGN, the fraction found in compact galaxies is quite
small (0.011+0.002−0.001 for controls, 0.011
+0.006
−0.003 for IR-only selected AGN, and 0.026
+0.007
−0.005 for
X-ray detected AGN). X-ray detected AGN are notably an amalgamation of different
morphologies. It is possible that an X-ray detected AGN could be sparked by a variety
of factors besides mergers, such as stochastic accretion of cold gas (Gaspari et al., 2013;
Hopkins & Hernquist, 2006; Prasad et al., 2017), or by mergers that are minor enough
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to not leave visible signatures.
As before, we also split the X-ray detected AGN at the mean luminosity for the
sample (log(Lx) = 43.23). However, as can be seen in Table 6 and Fig. 21, this plot
begins to suffer somewhat from small numbers in the combined IR and X-ray categories.
We see that the IR and low luminosity X-ray AGN are also highly likely to occur in
mergers (The merger fraction for the Low luminosity X-ray AGN is 0.333+0.11−0.084, while
the control sample has a merger fraction of 0.225+0.007−0.006). The most likely type of AGN
to be found in merging systems is still the IR-only selected AGN, with a merger fraction
of 0.353+0.021−0.019. Interestingly, the IR-and High luminosity X-ray detected AGN are by
far most likely to be found in Spheroidal host galaxies, (with a morphology fraction of
0.451+0.047−0.046).
In order to study the effects of redshift evolution, we plotted the AGN samples and
their controls, splitting the samples at the mean redshift for the AGN, z = 1.77, shown in
Fig. 22. Across the sample and controls, mergers become slightly less common at lower
redshift, dropping from 0.357+0.026−0.024 for the IR AGN and 0.149
+0.044
−0.029 for the IR and X-
ray detected AGN at high redshift, down to 0.347+0.035−0.032 and 0.105
+0.071
−0.031 at low redshift,
respectively (see Tables 11 and 14 for a complete picture). We also see the merger
fraction for controls drop from 0.225+0.007−0.006 at high redshift down to 0.184
+0.009
−0.008. This
makes sense, as we know that the merger rate increases with redshift (Kartaltepe et al.,
2007, Duncan et al., 2019. Additionally, we see that the AGN hosts and controls are
more likely to have a Disk-and-Spheroidal morphology at lower redshifts. This implies
increasing prevalence of galaxies with a disk and bulge component, or galaxies that have
likely gone through one or more merger. Disk galaxies themselves are more prevalent at
higher redshifts, while spheroidal galaxies are more common at lower redshifts, regardless
of AGN selection method.
We also took the redshift-split sample and split it once more at the mean Lumi-
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Figure 21: Morphologies of the different types of AGN, where the X-ray AGN have been
split at the mean luminosity, log(Lx) = 43.23. We see that the distributions for the
IR and X-ray selected AGN differ greatly between the high and low luminosity X-ray
detected samples, with IR and low luminosity X-ray AGN most commonly being found
in merging systems, while nearly half of all IR and high luminosity X-ray AGN are found
in non-merging Spheroidal galaxies.
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nosity for the AGN sample, log(Lx) = 43.23 ergs s−1 as shown in Fig. 23. We can see
that the IR-selected AGN follow largely the same trends regardless of redshift, with a
merger fraction of 0.3571+0.0257−0.0241 at high redshift and 0.3465
+0.0347
−0.0317 at low redshift. Here
we see that there are some definite issues with small sample sizes coming into play in
the X-ray selected AGN. This is most noticeable for the IR and Low luminosity AGN
at higher redshifts, and for the IR and X-ray AGN at lower redshifts (regardless of lu-
minosity). At high redshifts, only 12 AGN selected in both IR and X-ray were below
the mean luminosity. This makes sense both because the overlap between IR and X-ray
AGN is quite small, and because there are far fewer low luminosity X-ray detected AGN
at higher redshifts (owing to the flux limit). At lower redshifts, there are only 9 Low
X-ray luminosity AGN detected in the IR, and 29 high X-ray luminosity AGN detected
in the IR. This shows that overall, most of the AGN detected in both wavelength regimes
exist at higher redshifts, as we saw in Sec. 4. However, we do still see some clear trends.
At high redshifts, mergers are the dominant morphology for IR AGN, AGN with both
IR and low luminosity X-ray components, and low luminosity X-ray AGN (with merger




−0.043, respectively). At lower redshifts, we
still see that mergers are the dominant morphology for IR AGN, but this is no longer
the case for low X-ray luminosity AGN, or for AGN with both IR and low X-ray lumi-
nosity AGN, as the fraction of IR AGN found in mergers remains almost unchanged at




−0.016, for the IR+low luminosity X-ray
AGN and low luminosity X-ray AGN, respectively. This implies that while IR AGN are
likely be found in merging hosts regardless of redshift, the low luminosity X-ray AGN
do not appear to show a connection to mergers at lower redshifts.
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Figure 22: Morphologies of the different types of AGN, split into high and low redshifts,
with the upper plot showing the high redshift sample, and the lower plot sowing the low
redshift sample. The most noticeable difference is seen in the IR and X-ray AGN, where
the fraction of AGN found in Spheroidal galaxies increases significantly among the low
redshift sample.
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Figure 23: Morphologies of different types of AGN, with the X-ray AGN split into high
and low luminosity, cut at the mean Lx, and with the entire sample split at the mean
redshift, z=1.77. The upper plot shows the high redshift population, while the lower
plot shows the low redshift population.
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6 Summary and Future Work
6.1 Summary
Studies have long been trying to determine the effects galaxy mergers have on
the properties of galaxies, and the scope of the role galaxy mergers play in igniting
AGN activity. These studies have used a variety of classification methods for identifying
mergers, different selection methods for AGN, and a variety of redshift ranges. Some
studies have concluded that there is a strong connection between mergers and AGN,
while others show a weak or nonexistant correlation (Kocevski et al., 2015; Hopkins
et al., 2008; Blecha et al., 2018; Donley et al., 2018; Conselice et al., 2003; Ellison et al.,
2019)
In this work, we used a sample of nearly 50,000 galaxies from the CANDELS
survey. Each galaxy was visually classified by a minimum of 3 classifiers. We began
by separating out the mergers from non-mergers and sorted the mergers into confidence
levels. We matched a control sample in both mass and redshift to our galaxies, taking
the three non-merging galaxies that were closest to each merging galaxy.
We also identified galaxies involved in mergers outside the segmap to investigate
mass ratios in merging galaxies, and found that although the majority of these inter-
actions were major mergers, we were capable of detecting some very minor mergers,
with mass ratios down to 1:50. We then used UVJ diagrams to investigate star forma-
tion, finding that the mergers were not noticeably more or less likely to be star forming
relative to the control samples.
We selected IR AGN using the selection criteria presented in Donley et al. (2012),
and selected X-ray AGN from Chandra data. We found:
• that galaxies involved in a merger or interaction are more likely to host AGN, with
an AGN fraction of 0.034± 0.002, compared to the control sample’s AGN fraction
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of 0.023± 0.001.
• when splitting the X-ray selected AGN at their mean luminosity, Spheroidal and
Disk+Spheroidal galaxies are more likely to host lower luminosity X-ray selected
AGN.
• that although AGN are more prevalent in general at higher redshifts,
• that IR selected AGN are most likely to be found in merging systems (with a
merger fraction of 0.353+0.021−0.019), while their matched controls are most likely to
be found in Disk or Disk+Irregular galaxies (0.317 ± 0.007), and X-ray selected
and IR and X-ray selected AGN are most likely to be found in Spheroidal or
Spheroidal+Irregular galaxies (0.322+0.018−0.017 and 0.409
+0.044
−0.041, respectively).
In general, mergers are twice as likely to host AGN than their matched control
counterparts. This makes sense given the evolutionary scenario where gas rich mergers
trigger AGN activity in the early merger stages. When we split our X-ray selected AGN
at the mean luminosity, we find that Spheroidal galaxies and galaxies classified as having
both Disk-and-Spheroidal morphologies are more likely to host lower luminosity X-ray
AGN than they are to host higher luminosity X-ray AGN. We expect this because these
lower luminosity X-ray selected AGN are thought to be more likely to be triggered by
secular processes. When we split the mergers and their controls at a redshift of 1, we
find that not only are AGN more common as a whole at higher redshifts, but also that
the AGN found in these higher redshift galaxies are more likely to be IR-selected AGN,
while the lower redshift galaxies are more likely to host X-ray AGN.
We investigated the morphologies of galaxies that host AGN, finding that IR
AGN are more likely to be found in merging systems than their control galaxies. This
fits into the evolutionary scenario of a gas rich merger, as we would expect that the earlier
merger stages would ignite AGN activity, and this AGN would remain obscured by gas
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and dust, causing it to be detected in the IR. Although X-ray selected AGN and galaxies
selected in both the IR and X-ray AGN are less likely to be found in merging systems
than their matched controls, we do see a strong prevalence of spheroidal morphologies
in these galaxies, indicating that these could be dust-obscured galaxies after a merger,
or could be AGN triggered through secular processes. When we split our AGN based on
X-ray luminosity, we find that the lower luminosity X-ray selected AGN that are also
selected in the IR are more likely to be found in merging systems than their controls.
Interestingly, at low redshifts, we find that very few AGN that were selected in the X-ray
(regardless of IR selection status) are found in merging systems.
This work presents a visual classification catalogue of nearly 50,000 galaxies,
all of which have been classified by at least three people. Prior studies using visual
classification have typically involved fewer galaxies. Kocevski et al. (2012) used a sample
of 72 AGN hosts and 216 control galaxies, and had 12 classifiers examine them. They
found no strong connection between major mergers and AGN of moderate luminosities
for their redshift range of 2. Kocevski et al. (2015) found that Comption-thick AGN
are more likely to be found in disturbed hosts than their unobscured counterparts (at
the 3.8 σ significance). This survey utilized 154 galaxies, and involved only one classifier.
Using a sample of 43 IR-selected AGN, Donley et al. (2018) had 21 classifiers sort those
and 72 X-ray selected AGN, finding that 75% of AGN selected only in the IR were found
in disturbed systems, while only 31% of X-ray selected AGN were found in disturbed
systems, a value that is statistically significant at the 3σ level. As can be seen already,
the scale of this project was much larger than typical studies previously. With 49,953
galaxies classified, and 63 classifiers working through them all, this is an improvement
to the statistical significance of results.
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6.2 Future Work
This work presents a large catalogue of mergers, larger than most other studies
invoking visual classifications. In the future, this catalogue could be used to study other
properties of mergers, such as star formation rates. One way to do this would involve
fitting SEDs to all of the galaxies in this sample to compare the star formation rates of
merging galaxies to control galaxies. It would also be good to compare the Sérsic indices
and CAS parameters of the merging galaxies in this sample to their control galaxies,
to learn more about how the quantitative measurements of morphology compare to the
visual classifications presented here.
It would also be good to plot the projected separations between all our mergers,
as this would provide information on the relationship between closeness of merging pairs
and the presence or absence of AGN activity.
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All Disk Disk + Spheroidal Compact Irregular Ambiguous Class Class All
Galaxies Spheroidal Objects 3&4 1&2 Mergers
Number of 28921 14948 4668 6316 736 772 1481 7707 1934 9641
Galaxies






















































































All Disk Disk + Disk + Spheroidal Compact Irregular Ambiguous
Controls Irregular Spheroidal Objects
Number of 28921 14948 645 4668 6253 736 772 1481
Galaxies
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Low Lx & IR AGN 0.001+0.001−0.001 0.0 0.001
+0.001
−0.001















All Disk Disk + Spheroidal Compact Irregular Ambiguous Class Class All
Galaxies Spheroidal Objects 3&4 1&2 Mergers
Number of 17889 8920 1882 4248 285 584 998 4676 1287 5963
Galaxies











































































Table 7: High-z AGN fractions
All Disk Disk + Spheroidal Compact Irregular Ambiguous Class Class All
Galaxies Spheroidal Objects 3&4 1&2 Mergers
Number of 11031 6027 1823 2059 451 191 480 3030 647 3677
Galaxies



































































Controls IR AGN X-ray and IR AGN X-ray AGN
Number of Galaxies 4287 566 132 731









































































































































Controls IR AGN Low Lx and IR Low Lx High Lx and IR High Lx
Number of Galaxies 4287 566 21 394 111 337













































































































































































































Controls IR AGN X-ray and IR AGN X-ray AGN
Number of Galaxies 4287 364 94 263









































































































































Control Galaxies IR AGN X-ray and IR AGN X-ray AGN
Number of AGN 2124 202 38 468



























































































































Controls IR Low Lx and IR Low Lx High Lx and IR High Lx
Number of Galaxies 4287 364 12 83 82 180




















Class 2 Mergers 0.010+0.002−0.001 0.011
+0.009
−0.003 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.006
+0.013
−0.002














































































































































































Control IR AGN Low Lx & IR Low Lx AGN High Lx & IR High Lx AGN
Number of Galaxies 2124 202 9 311 29 157





































































































































































Table 14: Data for Low z morph fractions
68
